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ABSTRACT 
Both Euclidean geometric and non-Euclidean geometric descriptions for the 
regions of the solution set to the CarathCodory extension problem are discussed. In 
particular, it is shown that all the solution functions are located inside a Euclidean disk 
(the Weyl disk) and a hyperbolic disk (the Apollonian disk). The radius of each disk 
depends on the norm of the parametrizing Schur functions. Moreover, the so-called 
maximum entropy solution is exactly the hyperbolic center of the Apollonian disk, 
while the associated power spectral density function is the geometric mean center of 
the real region where the Weyl disk is projected to. Sensitivity analysis on the Weyl 
radius and Apollonian center due to the perturbation of the given finite moments is 
presented. The applications of these results to the spectrum estimation and inverse 
scattering problems are discussed. 
NOTATION 
We denote by R the field of real numbers, and by C the field of complex 
numbers. Let D := (z E C:(z( < 1) and let dD := {z E C:(zl = 1). The 
vn X m matrices and m X 1 vectors over the field d are denoted by d”” ” 
and d’“, respectively. The standard 1, 2, and ~0 norm of a vector or a matrix 
A over R or C are denoted by 11 AllI, 11 AlIz, and 11 Allm, respectively. Here, AT 
(A*) means the transpose (complex conjugate transpose) of A E Cm’“, and 
,/=(z(z> := f(Z-I)*. A n m X m Hermitian matrix A is said to be positive 
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definite ( > 0) if X*AX > 0 for all nonzero x E C”. For an A > 0, the 
Hermitian positive definite square root of A is the matrix R := Al/’ > 0 
such that R2 = A. The analytic function space in D is defined as ZfD), the 
Schur function space 9 := (f(z) l 2?fD) : If( z) I< 1 Vz E D}, and the 
Caratheodory function space % := {F(z) E+@D) : Re F(z) > 0 Vz E D}. 
Let Za, &“, be the standard Hardy function spaces in D, and let Pa, Pm be 
the standard Lebesgue function spaces on dD. Let Wm (9PW) be the 
rational Xm (Pm,> function spaces. Define I] F(z) IIL_(~) := sup0 1 F( re’“) 1 for 
8 E [ - 7r, 7~1. If r = 1, II F(Z) ]]~,(l) is denoted as II F(Z) NIL,; and if F(Z) E 
Xm, the subscript L, is replaced by ~4. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical trigonometric moment problem may be stated as the follow- 
ing. Given an infinite complex sequence c := (ca, cr, c2, . . . ) with c_~ = c:, 
find the positive measure da(e) on [ - r, ~1 such that 
1 ?r 
"k=-& / _ e 
-"k%(8), k = 0, f 1, f 2,. . . . 
T 
(1) 
With the given moment sequence c, one can associate a function in D: 
F(z) = ca + 2c,z + 24 + *** +2c,Z” + .** . (2) 
Then, a closely related Caratheodory problem consists in finding necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the moment c such that F(z) is a Caratheodory 
function. It is well known [2, p. 1781 that the function F(z) in (2) belongs to 
g if and only if the associated Toeplitz matrices T,, := [c~_,,,]: n=O are 
nonnegative definite. Moreover, if T,, > 0 for all n > 0, the associated 
distribution function a( 0) is unique [25], has an infinite set of points of 
increase in [ - r, rr], and satisfies 
dcr( 0) = Re F( 0) de. (3) 
The equality (3) further shows the equivalence of the classical trigonometric 
moment problem and the Caratheodory problem. For the case T,, > 0, the 
sequence c is deemed to be a positive sequence. Without loss of generality, 
ca can be normalized to be unity. 
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When the given moments are finite, i.e., c, := {c,,, ci, . . . , c,J with n < 00, 
the problems in (1) and (2) b ecome the truncated (finite) trigonometric 
moment problem and the Caratheodory extension problem respectively. It is 
well known that when Tk > 0 for k = 0, 1,2,. . . , n, solutions to these 
problems exist [2]. While th e solutions are not unique, one is asked to find all 
positive measures da,(e) such that the interpolation constrain (1) is satisfied 
for {k = 0, & 1, * 2,. . . , of: n}, and to describe all %-functions F,(Z) whose 
power series expansion begins with c0 + 2c, z + ... + 2c, z n. The truncated 
trigonometric moment problem, the Caratheodory extension problem, and 
their solutions are classical and have been extensively discussed and explored 
in [2, 18, 19, 22, 351. For recent developments and engineering applications, 
the reader is referred to the survey articles and monographs [5, 11, 12, 28, 
291, and references therein. 
Given that Tk > 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . , n, the set of Caratheodory functions 
F,(z) which satisfy (2) can be algebraically parametrized via a linear fractional 
transformation (LFT) on 9 or %’ [2, 351. Geometrically, the region of the 
function set F,(z) are confined in the so-called Weyl disks [4] and the 
Apollonian disks [18]; these two kinds of disks are the same but are inter- 
preted in different metric spaces. Based on the classic work of Geronimus 
[18, 191 and Krein [27], the aim of this paper is to present a detailed analysis 
and some further results on the geometry of the solution sets to the 
Caratheodory extension problem and the truncated trigonometric moment 
problem. More specifically, first, we show that, in terms of the Euclidean 
metric, all the solutions Re F,(B) to the truncated trigonometric moment 
problem are located in a positive real interval, while in terms of the 
non-Euclidean metric, all the solutions F,(z) to the Caratheodory extension 
problem are inside a hyperbolic disk with their radii depending on the H, 
norm of the free parameter 9 functions. It also turns out that the radius 
function is a monotone increasing function of the norm of the free 9 
function. Secondly, we discuss the drift of the Weyl radius and Apollonian 
center in the plane under the deviation of the given moments c,. Some 
explicit perturbation bounds will be provided to clarify the continuous 
behavior of the motion. Then two engineering related topics, spectrum 
estimation and inverse scattering, are discussed. 
2. BACKGROUND 
From the orthogonal system {eike; k = 0, k 1, f 2,. . . ] in L,( - rr, ~1, 
one can use the Gram-Schmidt procedure to recursively construct an orthog- 
onal polynomial system +,,,( z > with respect to the positive measure d cr (8 > in 
(1). Here, the associated Gram’s matrices are the Toeplitz matrices T, ( > O), 
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and the inner product 
with S,, m being the Kronecker function. These so-called Szegij (first kind) 
orthogonal polynomials $fl(z> can also be generated via the SzegG-Levinson 
recursion [18, p. 51 
for n = 0,1,2, . . . . where &(z>, := zn+z(~Y1>, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
+a( z) := 1, and det T_ r := 1. Moreover, from [19] [see (8.6), (8.9’), and the 
second line on p. 1611 we have the inequalities 
n-l 1 - lYkl 1’2 
4 k=O 1 + IYkl 1 44”(4*I 
VZ E D u dD. (8) 
Corresponding to the positive sequence c with c0 = 1, there exists an 
inverse positive sequence [17] c’ := { 1, c;, CL, . . . , } defined by 
F’(z) := 1 + 2c;z + 2C’zZ2 + ... +2c’,zn + ... = F(z)-‘. (9) 
This c’ also defines a positive measure da( 0 Y on [ - rr, rr ] via the infinite 
interpolation constraints (1). Following a similar procedure to the above, one 
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can define an orthogonal polynomial system I),,(Z) with respect to the 
positive measure da( 6)‘. These so-called second kind orthogonal polynomi- 
als [18, p. 7; 191 1 a so satisfy a recurrence relation 
for n = 0,1,2,.. .1 where T,’ := [c;_Jm=O > 0, 
q (det T,‘_,/det TA) l/2 , := 
1 4 
cb . . . 
cl-,+1 1 
( -1)” d t c; c; ... 
Y,::=dct e 
1. 
c:,+z 
: : . . : 
. I 
: 
c’,, 1 c;, ; ... Cl 
(10) 
@a(z) := 1, and det TL, := 1. Furthermore, it is a classical result [9, 18, 191 
that 
Y, = -7,; and CY, = CY: (11) 
for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . Here the yn’s are known as Schur parameters and have 
modulus less than 1 for T,, > 0. Remarkably, one has the following relation 
[18, p. 61: 
From (5) and (lo), one can show the equality [19] 
(12) 
@“,(z)*@“(z) +4n,(~)t4dZ>* = 22” for z E D U dD (13) 
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n=0,1,2 ,.... by combining equations (5) (lo), 
using relations in one obtains compact form 
= 4%(z)* I *n(z) * -$I[ ‘/o”” I/oa.][i :I :Yf] (14) 
for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
3. GEOMETRIC REGIONS OF THE SOLUTION SET 
It is well known that the Cayley transformation 
I +f(z) 
F(z) = 1 -f(q (15) 
is a one to one and onto mapping between the analytic function spaces 9 
and @. Moreover, because the coefficient matrix 
1 1 
( 1 -1 1 
of the linear fractional transformation in (15) is nonsingular for each z E D, 
circles’ in f(z) are mapped to circles in F(z), and vice versa. Hence, the 
disk If(z rr < 1 corresponds to the disk 
1 + r; 27i 
F(z) - yy-p G - ‘dz E D. 
f 1 - r; 
(16) 
Also, under 11 f( z) (1 m < rf < I, one has a similar disk to (16) for z = eiB and 
its real shadow (projection of the disk onto the real axis along the imaginary 
’ Here, the circles are in the general sense, which include the finite circles and straight lines. 
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1 + ?-f 
2 < +[F(eio) + qq*] < - l-rf a*e* (17) 
f 
WE[-7r,7r]. 
In this section, we will explore a similar geometrical correspondence for 
the solution sets to the Caratheodory extension problem and the solution sets 
to the trigonometric moment problem. 
Weyl Disks and Euclidean Geometry 
Let 4,,(z) and I/J,,(Z) be the first and second kind orthogonal polynomials, 
respectively, as defined in Section 2. When the given moments c, are such 
that T, > 0, it is well known that the indeterminate solution set F,(z) to the 
Caratheodory extension problem can be expressed as 
(18) 
for arbitrary f(z) E 9 (see [2, 9, 15, 181 for example). If one uses the graph 
symbols 
all in Z& to describe the functions F,,(Z) = N,~z)D,$z)-’ and f(z) = 
Nf (z) Df (z)- ’ respectively, and defines 
fork = O,1,2 ,..., then (18) is readily expressed as 
(19) 
by using (14). 
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In network theory, (20) has a simple cascade realization [ll, Section 5; 361 
with the function zf(z) being interpreted as the scattering function of a 
“free” end load. It is considered that Ilf( z) Ilrn = 1 corresponds to a lossless 
load and f(z) = 0 corresponds to a unit loss load. Therefore, the assumption 
IIf( z) Jim < r < 1 reflects the loss level of the end load. 
Because t L e function F,(z) is in g, the range of the mapping in (18) is in 
the right half pl ane RHP := {z : Re z 2 0). When Ilf( Z) Ilrn < r < 1, this 
range will be in some finite strip in the RHP. By invoking the equa ity in (131, f 
it is clear that the determinant of the coefficient function matrix 
for the transformation f(z) * F,(Z) in (18) is - 2 z”+ i, which is nonzero in 
D u dD except for z = 0. Therefore, when IIf( z) (Im < rf < 1, the image of 
F,(z) will be portrayed inside some disks in RHP as shown below. 
LEMMA 1. If T,, > 0, then the free Schur function f(z) has I f( z) I < 
rf < 1 if and only if all the corresponding Carathiodoy extension functions 
F,,(z) lie in the Weyl disks 
IF”(4 -8,w ~~&L (21) 
where 
%,,W := 
2r,l.zl”+1 
Im>*I” -Iym)I” 
Vz E D. 
Proof. Starting from the inverse transform of (181, 
F,(Z)4Jn,(~)* - k(z)* 
“(‘) = F,(z)&(z) + $n(z) ’ 
(23) 
(24) 
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we have that 
IFn(4&(4* - k(z)* 
for all z E D if and only if If(z) 
and rearranging terms, we have 
I< T-~. By squaring, expanding both sides, 
By completing the square on the left hand side, we have 
Use of (13) leads to (22) and (23). n 
Inviewofthedefinitionof &,(.z),,wehave I+“(~ie)*I=I+,(~i”)l for 
13 E [ -n, ~1. Because &,<z>, # 0 Vz E D U dD [19], by using the maxi- 
mum modulus principle one has 
(25) 
Hence, from (231, the radii S,,, ,(.z> z 0 and have a simple upper bound 
9”,2(4 := 
2+ln+l 
(1 - lbf~l”)l4,(~) * I2 
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Therefore, the Weyl disks in (21) are covered by the disks 
Vz E D. 
The disks in (21), usually called the Weyl disks, were originally introduced 
,to describe the solutions for Sturm-Liouville type equations [4, lo]. Geomet- 
rically, the Weyl disk provides a Euclidean picture for the region of the 
solution sets F,,(z). For each zi E D, Fn(zi) is inside a disk centered at 
@“(zi) with radius s%‘~,~(.z~). As n + m, one has sZ~,,(Z) -+ 0, SZ’,, ,(z) -+ 0, 
and therefore F,(z) -+ B,(z) uniformly in D. Recall that the real part of 
F,(z) is obtained by projecting the Weyl disk to the real axis, parallel to the 
imaginary axis. The following inequalities can then be acquired from Lemma 
1 and simple Euclidean geometry: 
Re Hn(z) -9Fn,,(z) < Re F,,(z) 
G Re @n(z) +Sn.l(z) Vz E D. (27) 
Furthermore, the harmonic function Re F,( .z> has the following boundary 
ProPe5. 
THEOREM 1. If 7',, > 0 and IIf( z) Ilrn < rf < 1, then 
1 
14(ei")*I 
2 < Re F,(e"') 
for 8 E [ - 7r, 771. 
Proof. Applying Fatou’s theorem ([25, p. 341 or [32, p. 2491) yields that 
under the condition ]]f( z) ]lrn < 1, (18) holds for z = eie almost everywhere 
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in 0 E [ - 7~, ~1. Following an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Lemma 1 yields that 
Note that +,(e”)* = e ino+n(ei@)*, Gn(eie)* = eine+n(eie)*, and 9,Jeie) 
= 9” 2(e1’). By using (13) it follows from simple algebra that 
Re B,(e”) -9n,l(e”B) = 
1 
1 &(d”) * I2 ’ 
and 
Re &(ei”) -Sn,,(eiB) < Re F,( ei”) < Re 8,( ei”) +ZJPn, 1( e’“). W 
While the reverse direction of Theorem 1 does not always hold, we have 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf T, > 0 and a constant rf E lo, 1) such that 
1 
14,(ei”)*I 
2 < Re F,(e”‘) 
a’e’ 
(29) 
for 8 E [ -T, ~1, then Ilf( z) Ilm G rf p rovided the parametric Schur func- 
tion is of the finite Blaschke product form 
(30) 
with a constant K E R, appropriately chosen integer N, and zk E D. 
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Proof .Z By definition and the parametrization (18), 
Re F,(e”‘) = i[ F,,(eie) + F,(e@)*] 
Using the equalities +,*, = e-““%#+,, I/I:, = ePins$,,, and $,*J/J,, + 4$: = 2 
~8 E [ - 7~, 7~1, one can obtain that 
Re F,(e”) = 
1 -jj-* 
(4, - ei”f4)( 4C, - epiBf*dC) ’ 
Furthermore, by using the conditions in (29) and some elementary algebraic 
manipulations, we have that the parametric Schur functions f should satisfy 
the following inequalities on dD: 
By defining g := e i’l~“‘of(c#+J~,*) and noting that gg* = #*, (31) is then 
reduced to 
a? - 7i kx* +rf 
1 - rf G &+g*) G l+r f 
(32) 
for 8 E [ - 7rTT, ~1. Furthermore, by properly choosing N, g can be written as 
KeiCmB+‘o) with m # 0 and 8, the initial phase. Then gg* = K2, 
i<g + g*) = K cos(m0 + O,), and (32) becomes 
K2 -rf K2 + rf 
1 - rf 
< K cos(m0 + e,) < ___ 
l+rf’ 
(33) 
“In the proof of this proposition, all the functions are evaluated on dD. For notational 
simplicity, the variable e” is usually suppressed. 
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In order for (33) to hold true for all 8 E [ - r, rr], K should satisfy the 
inequalities 
K2 + rf 
-G&K<- 
1 - rf l+rf’ 
These then lead to 11 f( z) llrc = 1 K 1 < rf. n 
REMARK. In one of his pioneer works, Youla proved Theorem 1 under 
the assumption that the free Schur function f(z) is chosen to be a finite 
Blaschke product as in (30) [36, p. 211. If one still restricts the 9 function to 
be a Blaschke product, Proposition 1 indicates that Theorem 1 holds in both 
directions for some appropriately chosen integer N. 
From (8) and (28) we obtain Schur parameter related upper and lower 
bounds on Re F (eie) n as 
1 - rf n-1 1 - lykl 
-rI- 1 + rf k=~ 1 + lykl ’ Re F’(e’e) ’ 
1 + rr n-1 1 + lykl 
-rI- 
1 - rf k=0 I - lykl 
a.e., 
(34) 
with 0 E [ - r, T]. As a matter of fact, (28) and (34) provide bounds on the 
absolutely continuous part of the distribution function o,,(e), which then 
provides the solution to the nonsingular truncated trigonometric moment 
problem via (3). If rf = 0, the inequalities of (34) reduce to Burg’s auto- 
regressive spectral estimator bounds [7, 11-691. 
Comparing the Cayley transformation (15) and the parametrization (18) it 
is interesting to observe that, for each fmed rf in the interval [O, l), instead of 
the constant center and the radius for the circles in (16), the center R,,(z) 
and the radius s,,, i(z) of the Weyl disks in (21) are functions of z E D. The 
image of &(z) and gn, i(z) will be a region in RHP and an interval in the 
positive real axis, respectively. Comparin the bounds in (28) with those in 
(I7), we see that they differ by a factor l/ 4a( ei”) * 12, which is a function of ‘r 
8 (E [ - m-, n-1). In order to visualize the geometric regions for the center 
functions B,(Z), the disks in (2I), and the bounds in (28), we present a 
simple example. 
EXAMPLE. 
(a) Let the given data c2 := {l, k, O}. It is routine to check that Tk > 0 
for k = 0, 1,2. By the definitions (6) and (7) and the relations in (ll), we 
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compute the associated parameters (Y,,, rr) = (i, - t), (oa, oi) = 
(I,2fi), ($,, 7;) = ( - i, i), and (oh, (~1) = (1,26). The recursions in 
(5) and (10) yield the first and the second kind orthogonal polynomials 
$i( 2) = 243 2 + 4), I&(z)* = 2&l + $). 
Substituting these polynomials into (22) and (26), we see that the center 
function @i(z) and the radius function A’i, i(z) for z E D are defined by the 
free parameter 0 < rf < 1. If rr = 0, it turns out that ~3~ i(z) = 0 VZ E D, 
and therefore @r(z) = F,(z) = (1 + 0.5.2)/(1 - 0.52). The image of @i(z) 
for rj = 0 when3 z E D U dD is shown in Figure 1. The graph in Figure 2 
shows the Weyl disks 1 I!,( z) - Hl( z) I< 9Pl, ,(z> with .z E dD for rf = 0.2, 
and Figure 3 exhibits the associated upper and lower bounds (28) of the real 
part of all the function set F,(e”‘). 
(b) The given data is c4 := {I, i, 0, 0, 0), which is obtained by adding two 
data (zeros) to ca. Following the same procedures as in part (a), one can 
compute the parameters 
and the orthogonal polynomials 
4,(z) * = 2431 - ;z + fz” - &“), 
$,,( 2) = 243 23 + iz” - fz + *>, 
31t is evident from the proofs of L.emma 1 and Theorem 1 that if r, < 1, the Weyl disks in 
(21)~(26) still hold for z = e ” almost everywhere with r3 E [ - v, P]. 
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FIG. 1. The region of the center function B,(z) with rf = 0. The increasing 
radius circles are the images of a,(z) when 1 .zI = O.lr for T = 1,2, . . . , 10. 
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FIG. 2. The region of Fl(e”) with q = 0.2. The center circle is &‘I,(eis). The 
radius of each circular template centered at each point of @I(ei”> is determined by 
SI, ,<e’“>. 
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diMa 
FIG. 3. The upper and lower bounds for the real part of F,(e”‘) with rf = 0.2. 
Then the center function 8J z), the radius function Sa, 1( .z ), and the real 
part bounds are computed from (221, (231, and (28) respectively. The center 
function 6&z> for rr = 0 is depicted in Figure 4. The Weyl disks 
IF,(z) -@S(z)~<~Jz)withzEdDforrf=0.07areshowninFigure 
5. The bounds on the real part of F&e”‘> for TV = 0.07 are plotted in Figure 
6. 
Apollonian Disks and Non-Euclidean Metrics 
In the above, the geometric region of the mapping (18), which is an 
algebraic parametrization of the solution sets to the Carathkodory extension 
problem, has been depicted in Lemma 1 when the Schur function f(z) is 
chosen in the domain such that IIf( z) Ilrn < r . In the following, we will show 
that it is more natural and succinct to descri is e the range of the mapping by 
using a non-Euclidean model and metric (see [l, 8, 341 for example). 
Usually, the hyperbolic metric, one of the non-Euclidean metrics, is 
defined and used for the Poincar6 models-the unit disk D [l] and the upper 
half complex plane {z : Im z > O} [34]. For our purpose, we will similarly 
construct a non-Euclidean model RHP and the associated hyperbolic metric. 
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fell uir 
FIG. 4. The region of the center function @,(z) with r, = 0.4. The increasing 
size loops are the images of @&z> when 1 z 1 = O.lr for r = 1,2, . . . , 10. 
1.5 2 25 3 3.5 4 
rut uis 
FIG. 5. The region of F,(e”) with rr = 0.07. The center loop is H3(e”‘). The 
radius of each circular template centered at each point of @,(e”> is determined by 
g3. Je”). 
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ndians 
FIG. 6. The upper and lower bounds for the real part of F,(e”) with rf = 0.07. 
Let zI and z2 be in RHP. Define the pseudochordal distance between 
.zl and .z2 as 
It is easy to check that [(z,, z2) < 1. The hyperbolic metric in RHP is then 
obtained as 
which indicates the infinitesimal of the hyperbolic length. Therefore, under 
this metric the hyperbolic distance between z1 and z2 in RHP is 
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In view of the hyperbolic distance, the inequality 
77(2,%) < t-0 [77(z,zo) 
227 
Q r. 1 (35) 
describes an open (closed) hyperbolic disk in RHP with the hyperbolic 
center z. and the hyperbolic radius ro. Elementary algebra yields that the 
hyperbolic disk in (35) coincides with a Euclidean disk 
(36) 
where q := (e’o - l)/(ero + 1). Conversely, the Euclidean disk 
in RHP corresponds to the non-Euclidean disk in (35) with 
20 = jj i 2, - Zf + 
1 
(ze + Z$)” - 4r,2 , 1 
q=--$z,+a*- I e J(ze -z,*)" - 4r:], e 
f-0 = 2tanh-’ q. 
The relative location between the hyperbolic center z. and the Euclidean 
center z, (both inside the disk) is depicted in Figure 7. 
As a natural generalization of the non-Euclidean geometry in RHP, one 
can define the quantity 
9( g,( z), gZ( z)) := sup tanh-’ 
gl(eiB) - g&Q”) 
(37) 
0 gi(eie) + g,(e”‘)* 
and further show that (37) q uantifies as a hyperbolic distance in the function 
space g’. Under this metric, the solution set (18) to the Carathdodory 
extension problem can be described with the following. 
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FIG. 7. The Euclidean center z, and the hyperbolic center zO. 
THEOREM 2. Zf T, > 0 and 11 f( z) Ilrn G rf < 1, then all the 
CarathLodoy extension functions F,,(z) lie in the Apollonian disks 
= tanh-’ q (38) 
t/z E D U dD. 
Z%-oaf. From (24), it is clear that 1 f ( z) I < rf < 1 if and only if the 
functions F,,(z) are in the Apollonian disks [IS, pp. 20-211 
with the 
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and the outer center 
Noting that @_(e”‘) = 8,. i( eie)* from the proof of Theorem 1 and using 
the inequality in (25), we have that, for IIf( z) llm < rf < I, 
F,,( ei”) - 8,. i( ei”) 
“:’ F,( ei”) + a,, o( ei”) = s;p l( F,(e”‘), @,,,i(eio)) < rf. (40) 
By recalling the definition of tanh-’ x and the monotonic increase of the 
natural logarithmic function, using (do), we obtain that 
~(F,(z),@,,~(z)) = i sup ln 
1 + l(F,,(eie),@n,i(eie)) 
0 1 - ~(Fn(eie),@,Jei”)) 
1 + sup0 !J( F,,( ei”>, Hn’,, i( ei”)) 
“In 1 - sup0 J’(Fn(eie),Bn,i(e”B)) 
1 + rf 
<+ln- 
1 - rf 
Vz E D u dD. l 
Comparing with the center of the Weyl disks in (21), it is interesting to 
observe that the hyperbolic center of the Apollonian disks in (39) is indepen- 
dent of r I, while their radius is a monotone increasing function of rf. Then, 
the norm of the free Y function f(z) reflects the geometric range of the 
solution set. When rf = 0, the Weyl disk in (21) shrinks to the point 
I,!J~(z)* /4,,,(z)* because L%‘,, i( z)[~,=o = 0. In this case, the hyperbolic 
center 
k(z) * 
@n,,i('> = +,cz,* 
coincides with the Weyl disk center H*(z). Meanwhile, the weighting func- 
tion l/l &( ei”) * 1’ in the associated positive measure dcr(8), which is the 
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real part of $~,(eis)*/&,(eie)*, is exactly the geometric mean center of the 
real interval (28). 
REMARK. It should be noted that, for the extreme case ]]f( Z) ]lrn = 1, 
similar descriptions of F,(Z) (with z E D) to those in (21) and (39) were 
given by Geronimus [18, pp. 19-211 without using the parametrization (18). 
According to Krein and Nudelman [27, p. 1591, in the extreme case, (21) was 
independently derived by Artemenko, based on the parametrization (18). 
However, this extreme assumption prevents the analysis of the boundary 
behavior of F,,(z), because it leads to 
and 
lim tanh-’ rr= m 
‘i-l_ 
in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 respectively. By assuming ]]f( Z) ]lrn < rf < 1, 
one can also observe different pictures of the Weyl and Apollonian disks due 
to the change of rf. 
Further extensions of the Weyl disk to the matrix case, where the Q’S in 
(1) are in CmX n and the F(z) in (2) is matrix valued, can be found in [lo, 13, 
141 (again, for the extreme case). The matrix extension of the Apollonian disks 
and the Poincare metric in the g function space can be made as in [24]. 
4. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS 
In this section, we will consider the problem: if the given moment 
sequence c n is perturbed to 8,, what is the behavior of the solution set F,(z) 
for the Caratheodory extension problem? More specifically, what is the 
associated deviation of the Weyl radius and the Apollonian center due to the 
moment perturbation ? We first address the admissibility and a quantitative 
measure of the moment perturbations. 
Considering the moment sequence c, := {ca, cr, cs, . . . , cn} as a row 
vector in C”+ ‘, one can define the functional 
IlC,llT := llTJ2, (41) 
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where the Toeplitz matrix 
T, = 
CO 
Cl 
cn 
It can be shown that I]. IIT defines a norm on C"+ r, which is called the vector 
Toeplitz norm. Evidently, the norm ]I * IIT is equivalent to ]I. 111, II * 112, and 
II . II_ on C”+r. 
Under the vector Toeplitz norm, the distance between two sequences {co, 
Cl>..., c,J and {c^o,c^,,..., e,,} is defined as ]]Ac,]lr, where AC, := 
[AC,, AC,, . . . , AC,] with Ack := ck - Ek. In the sequel, we will use the 
Toeplitz norm, instead of the regular 1, 2, and 00 norms in C”+ ‘, to measure 
the distance between two sets of finite moments. 
As pointed out before, the positivity of the given finite moment sequence 
C n, which is equivalent to the positive definiteness of the associated Toeplitz 
matrices, is a necessary and sufficient condition for the associated 
Caratheodory extension problem to be solvable. Therefore, for a given 
positive sequence {co, cr, . . . , c,,}, the allowable perturbations should be 
restricted so that the perturbed sequence (co, er,. . . , e,} is also positive. 
Based on this requirement and the following proposition, we obtain a 
description of the admissible perturbation set. 
PROPOSITION 2 [26, p. 4681. For the n x n Hermitian matrices A and B 
with A positive definite, A + B is positive definite if and only if all the 
eigenvalues of A-‘B are greater than - 1. 
Proof. Let the eigenvalues of A-‘B be h,, A,, . . . , A,. Then 
A+B>O @ Z + A~“2BA-“2 > 0 
e eig(Z+A- r/2BAPr/2) > 6 
a eig(Z + A-‘B) > 0 
@ l+h,>O for k=1,2 ,..., n. n 
C-1 
CO 
C n-l 
. . . 
. . . 
CO 
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Let AT,, := [Ac~_~]“~=~, and h,,(A) be the minimal eigenvalue (with 
possible multiplicities o a matrix A. Then we have the following: 
COROLLARY 1. The set of all the admissible perturbations of the positive 
sequence {c,, cl,. . . , cJ is 
AC, := {Aca, AC,, . . . , Ac,l A&T”-’ AT,) > - 1). 
According to the bijective mapping (7) between the Schur parameter 
sequence (yk for k = 0, 1, . . . , n} and the positive sequence {ck for k = 
1,2,. . . , n + l), the above admissible perturbation set in moments corre- 
sponds to the allowable perturbation set in the Schur parameter “/, which 
then is described as 
Ar, := {Ay,,, by,, . . . > A’y,IIyk + Aykl < 1 fork = 1,2,...,n}. 
While the Schur parameter perturbation set Ar,, is in a hypercube, the 
moment perturbation set AC, is in a hypercone of the Euclidean space 
Cl+ 1 
The following lemma will find subsequence use in the sensitivity analysis 
of the trigonometric moment and Caratheodory extension problems. 
LEMMA 2 [21, p. 711. Let A and B be linear operators, and let II- 11 
denote the operator norm on the Hilbert space H. lf A is invertible and 
I/A - ~11 < l/IjA-‘11, then B is invertible and 
(42) 1IA-l - B-l11 < 
IIA-lIl”IIA - f-11 
1 - IlA-‘11 IIA - BII. 
Assume that the given finite positive moment sequence c, with ca = 1 is 
perturbed by AC, E AC,, to 6, with & = 1. The quantities associ_ated with 
6, are the Toeplitz matrix fn, the first kind orthogonal polynomia! +n,(z), the 
Apollonian inner center @‘,,, i( z>, and the Weyl disk radius 9’,,, ,(z>. We 
proceed to the main results of this section with the following proposition; 
their proofs are included in the Appendix. 
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If the perturbation AC, to the moment sequence c, is allowable (i.e., 
E AC,,) and 
1 
llA~,ll~ G 6 with 6 < 
p(vGT& + 1) ’ 
(43) 
then 
THEOREM 3. If c, and AC, are in R”+l and ij IIf( z) llm < rf Q 1, 
then under the same conditions as in Proposition 3, 
G 
21zl”+1rf 
(1 - lzI”rj)’ 
e(~ + 2p - r;lzl”[ 8 + 2P2(e + P)]) (45) 
and 
l@n,i(z) -~?(:,,~(z)l Q (Sn + l)e(k+ 2P) (46) 
Vz E D. 
REMARK. Corresponding to (45), under the same conditions of Theorem 
3, the perturbation bounds on the function B,,, 2, which is a simple upper 
bound of B?,,, 1, can be derived as 
I%,,(4 -.4”.2(4l G y;,;:; EC& + 2P). (47) 
f 
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Moreover, if rf < 1, one also has 
a.e. for 0 E [ - rr, 7rl. 
REMARK. When the finite moments c, and the admissible perturbations 
AC, are in C “+ ‘, it is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 that the inequalities 
in (45) and (47) still hold. Furthermore, by invoking (67) and (68) in the 
Appendix, one has 
Similarly, one can also perform the perturbation analysis of the upper and 
lower bounds of the solution set (28) to the truncated trigonometric moment 
problem. In fact, the following theorem can be proven by a similar argument 
to the derivation of (64) in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 4. ZfIIf(~)ll~ < rf < 1, then under the same condition as in 
Proposition 3, 
I[Re @‘,(eie) -LS’,Jeie)] - [Re k(eie) -@,,l(eis)] 1 
][Re @,,(e”) +9”,,(eie)] - [Re ti(eie) +kn,i(eie)]I 
a.e. ~0 E [ -T, T], with E defined as in (44). 
5. SPECTRAL ESTIMATION AND INVERSE SCATTERING 
It has been well recognized that the classical truncated trigonometric 
moment problem, the Caratheodory extension problem, and their solutions 
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have had important engineering applications, such as in spectral analysis [7, 
231, optimal prediction [28, 301, system and signal modeling [ll, 29, 311, 
partial realization [I5, 161, and so on. The reader is referred to the vast body 
of literature on each of those fields for further details. In this section, we will 
discuss some motivations of our work from the spectral estimation and the 
inverse scattering problems. 
Spectral Estimation and Linear Prediction 
Consider a zero mean, wide sense stationary process yt, t E Z. The 
computed autocorrelation (covariance) lag ck := E( yt y,*_,} is related to the 
spectral distribution function da(O) of the process yt via (1). The associated 
spectral density function Re F(8) is d f d e me as in (4) a.e. in [ - 77, 7r]. 
The standard spectral estimation problem [7, 361 is: given finite length 
covariance lags (second order statistics) c, of the process yt, estimate the 
spectral density function Re F,( 13) which satisfies the interpolation condition 
(1). Clearly, th’ is is exactly a truncated trigonometric moment problem with 
the moments c, interpretated as the covariance lags. It is well known that if 
the associated Toeplitz matrix T,, = [ c,_,]i m=O is positive definite, the 
spectral estimation problem is ill posed in the sense that one single covari- 
ante realization c, can be described by a family of spectral density functions 
Re F,,(B) which are parametrized by 
Re F,(B) = 
1 -fwfw* 
IMe)* - eiY(~)&(~)l” a.e* 
(48) 
with any f( z> E 9. We denote such a positive function family as 5. The 
formula in (48) is well known [36] an d . is used in the proof of Proposition 1. 
In choosing a spectral function from the family Fn, some additional 
criterion or decision needs to be made in order to achieve uniqueness. One 
successful criterion is to find a function Re F,( 0) from the family A$ such 
that the entropy integral of the process yt 
-& 1: log Re F,( 0) de 
77 
is maximized. The celebrated maximum entropy spectral estimation model [7] 
leads to the simple maximum entropy solution 
Re F,( 0) = ,m,(e;O)* ,2 =: @ME(e), 
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which can readily be obtained by assuming f( 6) = 0 in (48). The associated 
maximum entropy is denoted by P,, . If one chooses the free function f(e) 
to be in the domain ]]f( 0) ]I 3. < rr < 1, Theorem 1 describes all the possible 
region of the spectral function family Fn. It is interesting to observe that the 
maximum entropy solution aME is the geometric mean center of the 
region which is determined by the upper and lower bounds of z in (28). 
Moreover, one has the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf T,, > 0 and IIf( 0) Ilm < rJ < 1, then the entropy of 
the underlying stochastic process yt is in the interval [P,, + ln(I - 
$7 P&ml. 
Proof. The upper bound follows trivially from the definition. For the 
lower bound, by applying the logarithm and integral (linear operator) on both 
sides of the equation (48), one obtains that 
+- ,‘, j-; ln GE(O) de 
57 
,‘i -- 
/ I 
: In 1 - eief( f3) 
d+%,(~) 2 de 
57 Me)* . 
From the assumption, the first item on the right hand side leads to 
-& j: ln[I --If(e) de> ln(l - $). 
T 
Note that the function 1 - zf(z>[ &( z>l/[ &,( z> * 1 is an analytic function 
and has no zeros in D. By Theorem 13.12 of [32], In II - zf(z>[&,(z)]/ 
[ c#+,( z) * ]I is a harmonic function in D. Then, using the mean value property 
[32, p. 2371, the third term on the right hand side is zero. This then finishes 
the proof. n 
One important feature of the maximum entropy method is that it chooses 
the spectral density function from YQ “which corresponds to the most random 
or the most unpredictable time series” [7, p. xi] whose covariance sequence 
agrees with the given c,. In parallel with Corollary 2, one would expect that 
the assumption II f ( z) 1) m < rr < 1 in the parametrization (48) will have some 
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implications for the predictability of the underlying stochastic process yt. 
Indeed, if one considers the linear prediction of the random variable y0 
based on the linear combination of the previous observed yt, t < 0, the 
expectation of the prediction error is then presented as 
with ak E C for k > 1. For each Re F,(B) in z, the optimal final prediction 
error f2, is 
As is well known, the maximum entropy solution Bn(e) leads to the biggest 
optimal final prediction error [7, 331 
em, ME 
:= 
sup inf & _/:n (I - z:, u~B?~@[ Re F,,( 0) de 
Re F,(BNz ‘k 
Furthermore, we have the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 3. If T, > 0 and ]]f( 0) Ilrn < rr < 1, then the optimuZjnuZ 
prediction error of the underlying stochastic process yt is in the interval 
[(l - +)ern, ME, em, MEI. 
Proof. The upper bound is well known [7] and is presented above. For 
the lower bound, one notes that 
Re F,( 0) = 
a.e’ 
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V0 E [ ---, ~1. Then 
REMARK. In fact, Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 are connected via the 
celebrated Szegii-Kolmogoroff-Krein formula [25, p. 491 
When the free Y function f(z) is specified as a Blaschke product as in (301, 
Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 intersect Theorem 3 in [36]. 
Applying the results of Section 4 to analyze the sensitivity of the spectral 
density function to the perturbations of the covariance data, one has the 
following statement. 
COROLLARY 4. The mapping from the covariance data c, to the muxi- 
mum entropy spectral density function Q> ME (0) is a continuous mupping, 
and vice versa. 
Indeed, quantitatively, under the same notation and assumptions of 
Proposition 3, one can show that if the given covariance sequence c, is 
perturbed by allowable AC, with ]]Ac,]]r < S and 6 small, then the corre- 
sponding maximum entropy solution Q, ME( 6) is changed by AQM,(0) with 
V0 E [ - rr, ~1. Moreover, it is routine to show that lima ~ a E = 0. On the 
other hand, if 1 AQME( 0) I< E V0 E [ - rr, ~1, then according to the inter- 
polation condition in (11, one has 
for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
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In the context of spectral analysis, the a priori assumption ]]f( z) ]lrn < 
rr < 1 has a simple network interpretation as in Section 3. In the following, 
we will see that it has a more natural interpretation in inverse scattering 
applications. 
Inverse Scattering and Bounohy Conditions 
The inverse scattering problem, in its simple version, can be stated as: 
from the measured input output data, find the structure parameters, such as 
the impedance and reflection coefficients, of the medium. This problem 
arises in a variety of engineering areas, for example, in geophysics, non- 
destructive evaluation, speech synthesis, system modeling, and so on. For 
recent survey and exploration of these applications, the reader is referred to 
[6, 30, 311, and the references therein. 
From the Cayley transformation (15), it can be seen that the Taylor 
coefficients of the %? function F(Z) defined as in (2) is related to the Taylor 
coefficients of the corresponding 9 function 
f(z) = b, + b,z + b,z2 + e.0 +b,z” + ..a 
via [12, (1.1.6)] 
-1 
b, = % 
ca + 1’ (4% 
n-l 
b,(l + c,,) = 2c,(l - b,) - 2 c bkrqk for b > 1. (50) 
k-l 
The mapping between [c,, ci, . . . , c,] and [bd, b,, . . . , b,] in (49) and (50) is 
one to one. Therefore, the Cayley transformation of the 8 function family 
F,(z) which is parametrized as in (18) characterizes an 9 function family 
f,,(z) which have [b,, b,, . . . , b,] as their first n + 1 Taylor coefficients [12, 
Chapter 11. If the function fn(x> is expressed as N Jz>DjJz)-’ by its graph 
symbol, it is clear from (18)-(20) that the family fn f z) is readily parametrized 
bY 
(51) 
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with N+)D#-’ b em . g a “free” 9 function. Also, the parametrization (51) 
has a reversed form 
with 
@ 
&),’ 
1 -6 2 := = d--i 1 
I - lYJJ2 -yk 1 I[ 0 0 1 1’ (53) 
Pictorially, the relation in (52) and therefore the parametrization in (51) can 
be represented in a transmission structure [S] as in Figure 8. An equivalent 
scattering structure [6] is provided in Figure 9, where the scattering matrices 
(54) 
These are typical models of layered media in seismology [31, Chapter 81 
and acoustic tubes in speech processing [3O, Chapter 41. In these models, the 
Zm functions D “(~1, 
transforms of t e h 
N’“(z), D,(Z), and iVf(z) are considered as the 2 
corresponding discrete time signals. In seismology, for 
example, if Df ( z> represents the incident wave signal originated on the earth 
surface (0th laier), then N $2) is the reflected wave signal, while D,(z) and 
Nf(z) are the incident an d reflected signal pair at the nth layer of the earth 
medium. Usually, only the surface signals are measurable, and from these 
measured signals, one is asked to determine the reflection coefficients yk for 
k = 0, 1,2,. . . in the models. Without loss of generality, if the incident signal 
FIG. 8. Transmission interpretation. 
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FIG. 9. Scattering interpretation. 
is an impulse with Of”(z) = 1, the received signals 
Nfn := b, + b,z + b,z2 + ... +b,z” + ... 
is then the impulse response of the earth medium. It is well understood that 
[6, 12, 30, 311 under the causality assumption, the mapping between the 
impulse response sequence [b,, b,, b,, . . . , b,] and the reflection coefficient 
sequence [yo, yl, yz, . . . , y”] is one to one via the Schur algorithm. When the 
measured data bk are complete, i.e., having infinite length, the medium 
model can be uniquely identified by recursively determining the reflection 
coefficient yk [6]. But if the measured data are of finite length, say 12, then 
only n reflection parameters can be determined (by using the Schur algo- 
rithm). Therefore, information on the boundary condition <D,(Z), Nf( z)) on 
the end layer is needed to complete the model description. One of the classic 
assumptions, and also the simplest one, on the boundary condition is that 
N (z)/DJz) 
6 
= 0 f or .z E D. This corresponds to zero reflection (complete 
a sorber) by the last interface of the earth medium [31, Section 8.61 and to 
zero pressure at the human lips in the vocal tract model [30, Section 4.2.31. In 
K 
ractice, people can make more 
f!f(3)/Y\Z) IL 
realistic assumptions such as 
< rf < 1. This assumption can be used to include the 
0 owmg ac ors: 
I. Imperject absorber. The last layer reflection is uncertain but is 
esti;atei;;iFmbo;o;ed in the region 11 Nf( z)/Df( z) Ilrn Q rf < 1. 
. It is clear that the models in Figures 8 and 9 are 
lossless in the sense that 
.4 
DfnDfn - NfnNfn = Dfo-lDfn-l - Nfn_lNfn_l 
= . . . 
= DfDf - NfNf. 
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This is due to the J-unitarity of the transmission matrices 
for k = O,I,2 ,..., n. If the distributed losses in each section (from zero to 
infinity) are countered and accumulated at the nth end layer as 
Nf(4 II I( L)(z) m f v l7 
then the total loss of the entire medium is greater than or equal to 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We conclude the paper with an interesting comparison. Consider the 
classic one step extension problem: Given a positive covariance sequence c,, 
find the geometric region of all the possible c,+ i such that the sequence 
C n+l is still positive. The solution to this problem is well known and can be 
found in [23, p. 311, [27, p. 1551, and [36, p. 51. Specifically, it reads that all 
the c,+ 1 which complete the positivity of c, + i should be inside a disk in C 
with center 
d c,n+l := 
Cl 
(-1y 
det T,_i det “:” 
6 
CO 
Cl 
and radius 
det T, I 
. . . 
c-n+1 
C- n+2 
4 Cl 
. . 
r c,n+1 := detT,_, = (yn2* 
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If one keeps choosing ck = @,, k for k = n + 1, n + 2,. . . , then Theorem 2 
in [36] shows that the completed infinite length sequence ck uniquely 
determines a power spectral density function @,(e) via the relation in (1). 
Such a Q,(O) is exactly the celebrated maximum entropy solution cP,,(0> 
defined in [7, 361 and in Section 5. As has been shown in Theorem 1, this 
Q,,(e) is the geometric mean center function of the possible region of the 
positive function family z whose first n + 1 Laurent coefficients match the 
given covariance sequence c,. Also, the corresponding g function 
+,,(.z> * /4,,(z) * is the center function of a non-Euclidean disk as described 
in Theorem 2. On the other hand, if one selects the geometric mean center 
function @ ME( (3) as the power spectral density function of the stochastic 
process yt , then the associated infinite length covariance sequence is the 
center sequence H,, k for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . Therefore, as a generalized Fourier 
transformation pair, the center sequence in the covariance domain corre- 
sponds to the geometric mean center function in the spectral function 
domain. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Proposition 3. Based on the construction of the orthogonal 
polynomials 4,(z) as in Section 2, one has 
(&(.z),z”) =S,,, for k=O,l,..., n, (55) 
where 4,(z) := a,~” + u,_~z”-’ + *.* +a,~ + a, with a, = (Y, > 0. In 
view of (1) and (4, direct expansion of the equations in (55) leads to a 
Toeplitz system 
a,T,, = [l,O ,..., 01, 
where a, := [a,, . , . , a,, uo]. Similarly, for the perturbed sequence 6,,, one 
has 
i,fn = [l,O )...) 01, 
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with i, := [a^,, . . . , ci,, &,I. Therefore, 
a, - i, = [l,O,... ,O](T,-’ - 2;‘). 
By using the inequality 11 AC, IIT < l/p, which is implied by (43), and using 
Lemma 2, one has 
IIan - ii,llO, G IIT;’ - ri’,-‘ll2 Il[l,O,. . . ,O]II2 
~ IIT,-‘II; IlAc,ll~ 
1 - IIT,-’ IlAc,ll~ 
P2S 
G l-p& (56) 
Consider that 
II A( 2) * 
and via (8) 
K(z) * Jim G IIan - inIll B dZi IIan - i&112, (57) - 
(58) 
Therefore, from (43) and (561, 
and from Lemma 2, it follows that 
Then, (44) follows by substituting (56)-(58) into (59). W 
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Proof of Theorem 3. By the definition (23) and the inequality in (251, 
one has 
= 2rflzln+l I i 1 1 I~n(~)*I” - Irp4,(~)12 - l&(z)*l” - Irf4.(~)12 II 
= 2rflzl”+1 
(l4,(z)*l” - lA(~)*I”) + rfl.z12(14n( z)12 - li,(z)12) 
(l+,(z)*12 - lr~~~~(~)12)(I~~(~)*12 - lrfZ&(S)12) 
Q 2rflzInc1 
II&( z)*I” - 14n(z) *I21 + r~l~1211~n(~)12 - l4i(~)l”l 
(1 - r,“l~l’)214n(~)*121~n(~)*12 
= 
2rflzln+l 
(1 - r;lzl’)’ 
il 1 1 x M+)*I” - l&4*1” + r!IzI” II&( z)I” - l4&>l”l 14,(4*1214”(4*12 I 
=: 
2rflzln+’ 
(1 - rflzl”)’ 
[b(z) + rf21z12d(Z)], (60) 
where the definitions of the b(z) and d(z) are clear from the content. 
For the first function b(z), note that 
(61) 
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By applying the maximum modulus principle to the m_(D) function 
l/c&,( z> * and using (581, 
Moreover, one has 
(62) 
G 4”(z)* /I 1 1 -- 4”(Z). I/ m G &’ (63) 
with E defined as in (44). Therefore, by combining the inequalities in (611, 
(62), and (631, one has 
b(z) < E(E+ 2p>. (64) 
For the second function d(z), by applying the maximum n@ulus prb 
ciple to the mw functions $,,,< z>, l/&C z> *, and ~J”(z) - 4,,(z) ad by 
using the inequalities in (B), (56), and (57), we have 
and 
I (b,( 2) I Q II 4n( 2) Ilm = II 4I(~> * IL f P* 
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Therefore, 
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ll44~)I’-Iht~)l”l 
=l(l&(z> - 4$,(z) +W”(~)l)(l4”(~)1 -lJ”(d)I 
=z (14”(Z) - &,<z)I + 2lW>l)(b”W - A(d) 
P2S 
< &xi- 
( )i 
P2S 
1 - ps 
+2p 6X--- 
I l-p6 * 
Furthermore, from Proposition 3 and the inequality in (81, one has 
so that 
Therefore, by combining the above two sets of inequalities, 
d(z) := 
IlAW -I&(~)I”I 
lAn(4 * I2 I&b> *I2 
+2p &z-i 
)i 
P”G + PI”. (65) 
From the definition of E in (441, we have that 
&x&= P(P:E). 
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Direct substitution of this equation into (65) and some simplification lead to 
d(z) <E[E+2P2(E+P)]. (66) 
Therefore, (45) is proven by invoking (601, (641, and (66). 
For (461, by first defining 
and then using (131, one has 
and 
Therefore, from (62) and (63), we have 
(IRe @“,i(z) - Re k,i(')IIr, = II 
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Similarly to the proof of the Lemma 2.1 in [3], by invoking the discrete time 
domain counterpart of the Corollary 9.3 of [20] and the Nehari theorem, it is 
readily shown that 
Because the given finite moments c, and the admissible perturbations AC, 
are real, the associated orthogonal polynomials will then have real coeffi- 
cients. In this case. 
and, from (67) and (68) 
Because the Apollonian center functions 8, i( .z> and & i(z> are analytic 
functions in D, (46) then follows from the maximum modulus principle. n 
The authors wish to thank C. R. Shankwitz for useful discussions and 
comments on the paper. 
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